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Abstract: The method which was used in a preceding article for the analytical evaluation of Gaussian path-integrals in 
one euclidean dimension is generalized. As before, the final results are formulae directly applicable to all Gaussian 
path-integrals, this time in two and in three euclidean dimensions, respectively. The classical action is almost entirely 
integrated, and the proportionality factor F( tb, t,) in front of the exponential part is expressed in terms of a number 
of time-dependent functions which one encounters in the description of the motion along the classical path. The 
quadratic Lagrange function is kept as general as possible, e.g., involving twenty-eight terms in the three-dimensional 
case. The well-known time-discretization procedure for path-integrals has been avoided. Instead, one of the main steps 
in the theoretical development consists in applying the convolution property of quantum-mechanical Green’s 
functions, i.e., in three euclidean dimensions, 
K(r,, t,; rO, t,) =IIJt_mK(r,, tb; r, t)K(r, t; ror t,) dr. 
This equality leads to a non-linear algebraic relation between F(tbr t,), F(tb, t) and F(t, t,). The solution of this 
equation yields the F-factor which appears in the propagator represented by the Gaussian path-integral. At two 
locations, the use of some remarkable determinantal identity, previously unknown to the author, has been indispensa- 
ble in order to attain the desired final result. In the Appendix, the “n-dimensional” generalization of these identities is 
formulated. 
Keywords: Gaussian path-integrals, Feynman’s formulation of quantum mechanics 
1. Introduction 
In January 1986, a paper was published in Journ. Math. Phys. by B.K. Cheng [l], in which the 
author calculated the propagator of the time-dependent forced harmonic oscillator with time-de- 
pendent damping by applying the well-known time-discretization method to the path-integral 
involved. Although the problem treated is of a reasonably high degree of complexity, it is 
nevertheless only one among many special cases which can be-and actually were-considered 
within the framework of the onedimensional Gaussian path-integrals. Recently, Grosjean and 
Goovaerts [3] studied the problem of finding the explicit expression of this kind of path-integrals 
in full generality. They considered the following Green’s function: 
K(x,, 1,; X,, t,) := ~~:~‘exp( ilF[x*(t), iH(t), t] dt) DxH(t) 
jl 
0.1) 
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in which 
L(x, x, t) = a(t)xZ+ 2b(t) xx + c(t)x2 + 2d(t)x + 2e(t)x +f(t) (1.2) 
and x = xH(t), whereby t, G t G t,, represents any continuous path (or history) connecting the 
initial state (t,, xa) to the final state (tb, xb). In (1.2), the six coefficients are arbitrary 
continuous functions of t except that a(t), b(t) and d(t) need also have continuous derivatives 
which is hardly a restriction, in practice. Their final result is 
K(x,, t,; xn, t,) = 
exp[ ;M% a,] 
{i~~[Y2(bJYl(ta) -Y,(tbb2(LJl) 
l/2 (1.3) 
in which yi( t) is an arbitrarily chosen non-trivial particular solution of the homogeneous linear 
differential equation 
u(t)m+Li(t)i+ [i,(t)-c(t)]x=o; (1.4) 
y2(t) is another particular solution of eq. (1.4) related to yl(t) by 
O-5) 
(with T a conveniently chosen fixed lower bound), hence of such nature that the Wronskian 
determinant of yi( t) and y2( t) is 
= [4Mfb) + f4t,)x, + Wdl% 
- [4LMd + aJx, + 24LJ)l x, 
+ f”{[ect, - 4t)1x&) +m} dt 0.7) 
t, 
where x = x,,(t) is the classical path described by the point particle starting from x, at t, and 
reaching xb at t,, in other words, x,,(t) is the particular solution of the classical equation of 
motion 
a(t)X+ci(t)i+ [b(t)-c(t)]x=e(t)-d’(t) (1.8) 
uniquely determined by the boundary conditions x,,(t,) = x,, x,,( tb) = xb. The appearance of 
ci( t), h(t) and d’(t) in (1.8) explains why a(t), b(t) and d(t) should have continuous derivatives. 
All previously published calculations of one-dimensional path-integrals in which the action 
happens to be an integral whose integrand is a polynomial of at most the second degree in every 
dynamical variable involved, are comprised in (1.3)-(1.8). The final result of [3] was obtained 
without making use of the time-discretization method. Note that (1.3) is such that 
K(x,, t; x,, 1) =6(x,-x,), 
as required in quantum mechanics for the purpose of conservation of probability. 
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It is the principal aim of the present article to extend the calculations and results comprised in 
[3], to three euclidean dimensions, maintaining the generality of the form of the Lagrange 
function. The calculations will largely proceed along the same lines as in [3], but at places where 
they become prohibitively voluminous, they will be illustrated by carrying them out in the case of 
two euclidean dimensions. Therefore, in the end, it will turn out that both problems have in fact 
been treated. 
2. Theoretical development 
In certain formulae, we shall make use of the following.notation for the sake of brevity: 
x1 =1, X2 =i, xg =i, xq = x, x5 =y, X6 = z. (2.1) 
In this notation, the Lagrange function under consideration reads 
L,(r,i, t)= i~~,(t)xf+25 t Qj&)X,X, + 2 ; b,(t)xj + c(t) (2.2) 
j=l j=l k=j+l ;=1 
which generalizes (1.2) to three euclidean dimensions. The twenty-eight coefficients in (2.2) are 
arbitrary continuous functions of t except that a,k( t) (j = 1, 2, 3; k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; j < k) and 
bj(t) (j = 1, 2, 3) should also have continuous derivatives. According to a theorem, first 
established by Feynman [2,4], the path-integral yielding the Green’s function which connects the 
classical state a, i.e. (t,, ra), and b, i.e. (t,, r,), (provisionally with t, c t,, solely in order to fix 
the ideas) is of the form: 
Kh 4s b, t,) := r: exp( $Lo[rH(t). i;,(t), t] dt] Dr,(t) 
0, ” ” 
(2.3) 
in which the integral represents the classical action and F( t,, t,) is a factor depending on t, and 
t,, but not on ra and rb. F(t,, t,) should be such that 
K(r,, t; ra, t) = 6(r, - r,). (2.4) 
The problem consists in calculating F( t,, t,) explicitly and carrying out the integration com- 
prised in (2.3) as far as possible. 
The classical equations of motion arising from 
d aL, aL, --=- 
dt ai ar 
are 
(2.5) 
a,,? + a,# + a,,,? + Li,,ZC + (ci,, + a*5 - u,,)y + (ci,, + q6 - u34)i 
+ (h,, - Q4)x + ( lii,5 - U45)Y + (h, - Q46)Z = b4 - 61, 
a& + a,# + a,32 + (Li,, + a24 - u,,)i + Li**p + (ci,, + u*e - u35)i 
+ @*4 - a45)x + (b, - a,,)_Y + (b, - U56)Z = b, - 62, 
a,32 + u,,y + a332 + (d13 + u34 - a& + (d,, + a35 - u& + ci,,i 
+ (h34 - Q46)X + (b35 - u5& + (h,, - ue6)z = b6 - 6,. (2.6) 
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The general integral of this system of coupled inhomogeneous linear differential equations can be 
expressed as follows: 
x(t>= 5 %jfiCt> +x(t>, YCt>= i 'jjsjCt) + 'Ct>, 
j=l J=l 
6 
z(t) = c vjhi(t) + z(t), (2.7) 
j=l 
where X(t), Y(t), Z(t) is an arbitrarily chosen particular solution of the three coupled inhomo- 
geneous differential equations, %?i, . . . , Sf6 are six real constants of integration, fi( t), . . . , f6( t) are 
six linearly independent particular solutions of the homogeneous linear resolvent differential 
equation of the sixth order for x(t), resulting from the elimination of y, z and their derivatives 
of various orders in the system of three coupled homogeneous linear differential equations 
associated with (2.6), gi( t), . . . , g6( t) are six linearly independent particular solutions of the sixth 
order resolvent differential equation for y(t) and similarly for h,(t), . . . , he(t). Once 
f1(t),..., f6( t) chosen, the corresponding g- and h-functions are uniquely determined as a 
consequence of the coupling between the equations in the system (2.6). More details about this 
and the choice of f,(t), . . . , f6( t) will be given further on. The classical path r = r,__(t) is that 
solution comprised in (2.7) whereby the constants of integration take on such values that 
r&J = ra, 
If 
‘c&b) = 'b. (2.8) 
A(t,, t,) := 
fikJ f2kJ f&a) f4kJ fskJ f6kJ 
f&b) f&b> ... 
&kJ : 
g&b) . 
hdta) 
hl(tb) . . . h6itbj 
(2.9) 
and Ajk( tb, t,) represents the coefficient of the element in the jth row and kth column of 
A(t,, t,), then 
with 
-%&) = i Cj(tb, dfi(d + x(t>, 
6 
j=l 
Yc*Ct> = JGl Cj(tbT ta>gj(t) + y(t>Y 
‘cl(t) = 5 ‘j(tb, r,)hj(t) + z(t), 
(2.10) 
j=l 
Cj(tb, d = d(rl t ) {[xa-X(tcz)lAlj(tb~ ta)-t [Xb-X(tb)]A2j(tb~ ta) 
6, a 
+[ya- Y(ta)]A3j(tb, ta)+ [Yb- Y(tb)]A,j(tb, ta) 
+[Zn-Z(ta)]A~j(tb, ta)+ [Zb_Z(tb)]A6j(tb, to)}. (2.11) 
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(2.10) should be inserted into the integrand appearing in (2.3) in order to calculate the classical 
action. This may seem a lengthy and complicated task, but as in the one-dimensional case, a 
considerable simplification arises from subjecting twenty-four terms contained in the integrand 
of the classical action to appropriate integration by parts and taking the equations of motion 
(2.6) into account. In this way, one finds 
/“&Jr,&), &(t), 4 dt 1” 
+ [h(t) - b(t)] z,,(t) + c(t)} dt. 
This formula clearly generalizes (1.7). 
(2.12) 
Next, inspired by the theoretical development in Section 3 of [3], we obtain a path-integral 
representation of F( t,, t,) by means of a calculation which constitutes at the same time a proof 
of Feynman’s theorem concerning Gaussian path-integrals. We regard any history H as a 
deviation from the classical trajectory by putting 
rH(t)=rcl(t)+s(t), t,<t<t,, (2.13) 
whereby the continuous vector function s(t) satisfies 
s( t,) = 0, s( &) = O, (2.14) 
since all histories, including the classical path, connect the classical states a and b. Making use of- 
the notation 
2.41 =l.i, Ml = d, z+=+, uq = u, u5 = v, ug = w, (2.15) 
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whereby U, u, w are the Cartesian components of s, one easily finds 
LG[rff(t)~ iff(t>~ t]=LG[rcl(t)~ ‘CA(~), t] + 2 5 u,,(t>(xj)c,Uj 
;=1 
5 u,k(t)[(Xj)clUk + (xk)cluj] + 2 5 bj(t)Uj 
j=l k=j+l j=l 
&z,(t)U;+2; ; 
j=l j=l k=j+l 
and consequently, for any history H, 
~‘*L&H(t)y hAtI, t] dt = ~f*L.&l(t), i,,(t), t] dt 
f” to 
+2 J 
fh 
(%-cl + a,2h+ a13& + Q14Xc1 + Q15Yc1 + u16zcl + b,) fi dt 
fa 
+2 
J 
t/l 
(“12i_,l + u22_9cl + u23icl + u24xcl + a25Ycl + u26zcl + b2)fi dt 
t” 
+2 
J t?“13icl + u23~cl + u33icl + a34xc1 + a35Yc1 + u362,1 + b3) + dt 
+2 
J :“( u14ii-,l + u24_h + u34ic1 + a44xcl + u45Yc1 + u46z,l + b4)u dt 0 
+2 lh 
J b15% + a25.h + a35& + Q45Xc1 + a55Yc1 + u56zcl + b5b dt 1” 
+2 
J 
th 
(“16fcl + u26~cl + u36icl + u46xcl + u56Ycl + u66zc1 + b6) w dt 
1” 
+ i Ujj(t)Uj(t) + 2 5 t Ujk(t)uj(t)uk(t) dt. 
j=l j=l k=j+l 1 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
When the second integral in this right-hand side is subjected to partial integration, the integrated 
parts are zero on account of u( t,) = 0, u( tb) = 0, and the remaining integral when added to the 
fifth integral yields a total whose integrand vanishes in virtue of the first equation of motion 
comprised in (2.6). The same holds for the u- and the w-parts. Hence, 
= fh&[rcl(f), b(t), t] dt 
f, 
+ I[ ” ; U,(t)Uf(t) +2 ;: ; ajk(t)uj(t)u,(t) 1, j=l j=l k=j+l 1 dt (2.18) 
in which s(t) (= u( t)l, + u( t)l, + w( t)l,) is the symbol for a continuous infinity of continuous 
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vector functions of t satisfying (2.14) whereas the first part of the right-hand side is fixed with 
regard to the path-integration process implied in K(r,, t,; ra, t,). Consequently, 
K(r,Y tb; %, to> 
k(t), t] dt 
and comparison with (2.3) clearly shows that 
F( tb, t,) = lr:’ exp 5 Ujj(t)UT(t) + 2 i 5 Ujk(t)Uj(t)uk(t) dt Ds(t). 
(2.20) 
For the purpose of calculating the right-hand side of (2.20), a generalization is carried out, 
consisting in the replacement of the fixed boundary conditions (2.14) by 
s(t,> = s,, s(tb) = sb, 
with s, and sb arbitrarily chosen vectors belonging to R3. In this way, we obtain 
(2.21) 
‘= lly::” exp(~[~[ ilu,j(t)uj(t) + 2il k$+lu~k(t)uj(r)uk(r)] di) Ds(t) 
(2.22) 
and the connection with F(t,, t,) is 
F( t,, t,) = p(“> tb; O, &>. (2.23) 
Apart from the fact that s replaces r, (2.22) is comprised in the definition of K(r,, tb; r,, t,) 
given in (2.3) with the sum of the first two parts of the right-hand side of (2.2) as Lagrange 
function. To that function, there correspond classical equations of motion given by 
u,,ii + a,@ + f.z,,iit + d,,fi + (Li,, + a15 - u2J fi + (4, + U16 - a,,)~ 
+ (Li,, - u/&4 + (ci,, - u& + (ci,, - u‘Qj)w = 0, 
u,,ii + u22ii + u,,ii, + (d,, + a24 - q5) 2.i + d22ti + ( fi,, + U26 - u3s) G 
+ (b2, - %)U + (d25 - %)U + (d2, - %6)W = 0, 
u,,ii + a,,6 + u,,ii, + (4, + u34 - ulJ zi + ( fii,, + u35 - U26) d + d336 
+ (Li3d - u&.4 + (li3, - %j)~+(~36-q&v=o, 
evidently being the homogeneous counterpart of (2.6). 
(2.24) 
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NOW, it appears that the various integrations comprised in (2.22) may be carried out explicitly. 
Experience has shown that it is preferable to proceed in two steps. First, a number of terms in 
the action integral are subjected to integration by parts: 
t=tf, 
2 
J 
?z,,(t)ti(t)u(t) dt = a1&)u2(t) 
f, I J 
- ‘&,(f)~~(t) dt 
t=t, f, 
and similarly for the integrals with the following integrands: 
2a15tiv, 2a,,Gw, a15tiv, a,,&, 
a16 uw, a34wu, a,,tiw and a,,tiv. 
The result is 
F(s,, tb; sa9 fa) = Cxp $ [( a14(tb)Ub2 - a14(ta)+t) 
i 
+(a25(tb)vh2-a25(fo)v~) + (a36(tb)Wb2-a36(ta)wi) 
+(ialdtb) + a24(tb)] Ubvb- [al5(ta) + a24(ta)l %%) 
+([a16(tb) + a34(tb)] UbWb - [a16(ta) + a34(ta)l uawa) 
where 
+([a26(tb) + a35(tb)] vbWb - ia26(d + a35(ta)] %YJl) 
xF,(s,, t ;s,, to) (2.25) 
&(sb, t,; s,, t,> := lI:i:” exp{ $k[s(f), g(t), t] dt} Ds(t) (2.26) 
0 
with the following quadratic Lagrange function: 
&[s(t), s(t), t] = a,,ti2 + a2,ti2 + a3,ti2 + 2a,,tid + 2a,,zb4 + 2a,,d6 
+(a,,-a,,)ziv+ (a16-a34)tiw+ (az4-a15)fiu+ (a26-a35)tiw 
+(a34-aa,6)tiu+ (a35-a26)kh+ (a44-dri,4)u2+ (a55-Ci25)u2 
+ (a66 - Li36) w2 + (2a4, - ci15 - d24) uu + (2a46 - ci16 - d34) uw 
+ (2a,, - d,, - ci,,) vw. (2.27) 
This first transformation was possible for any history s(t) involved in (2.22) because all these 
paths have the same extremities since they connect (t,, s,) and (tb, sb). As a consequence, the 
integrated parts were the same for all histories. It is easy to verify that the Eulerian equations 
constructed with the Lagrange function L, yield the same classical equations of motion as in 
(2.24). Note also that in virtue of (2.23) and (2.25), 
F(fb, t,) = F,(O, 1,; O, ta>* (2.28) 
The second step consists in nOtiCing that &(sb, tb; s,, t,) is a Gaussian path-integral to which 
Feynman’s theorem can be applied: 
F,(s,, t,; s,, to) =&,(t,, t,) exp &(t), t] dt 
I 
(2.29) 
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in which s = s,i( t) denotes the classical path connecting (t,, so) and (t,, sb), i.e., s,,( t)( = u,,( t)l, 
+ u,,(t)l, + w,,(t)l,) is the solution of the system (2.24) which is uniquely determined by the 
boundary conditions (2.21). It is more or less remarkable that the integral in (2.29) can be 
worked out completely. This is shown by applying integration by parts to six of its terms: 
J 
‘*ai,(t)ti:,(t) dt 
f0 
J ‘h~,,(tk,(th(t) dt to 
and similarly for the integrals with the integrands a,&, a,,tizi, u,,ti,,tiC, and u&tiCl, resp. It 
can easily be shown that in this manner the remaining integral part stemming from the action 
integral in (2.29) as well as from the partial integrations has an integrand which may be arranged 
as a sum of three contributions, respectively proportional to u,,(t), ucl(t) and wcl(t). The 
coefficient of u,i( t) is precisely the left-hand side of the first differential equation comprised in 
(2.24) written with uCl, uCi and w,i. Since the classical path is a solution of the system (2.24), the 
integral in question vanishes. Similarly for the parts proportional to u,i( t) and w,i( t). Therefore, 
only the integrated terms resulting from the nine integrations by parts remain and so: 
=Fdtb, &J> exp ; { [“,dtb>acdtb> + u12(tb)tic,(tb) + u13(tb)‘cl(tb)] ub 
[ 
This result can be verified to agree with (2.12) when the necessary translation is made to pass 
from the Lagrange function (2.2) to the Lagrange function (2.27). The absence of terms of the 
first and the zeroth degree in the dynamical variables in (2.27) explains why (2.30) is free of 
integral-signs. From (2.28) and (2.30) one deduces 
F(t,, t,) = Fi(t,, t,>, 
which proves that the originally considered Gaussian path-integral K(r,, t,; ra, t,) defined in 
(2.3) and the Gaussian path-integral Fi(sb, tb; s,, t,) defined in (2.26) contain the same 
( tb, t,)-dependent proportionality factor. 
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2.1. Concerning the integration of the differential system (2.24) 
The general integral of the system of simultaneous homogeneous linear differential equations 
(2.24) associated with the Lagrange function (2.27) can be expressed as follows: 
u(t)= 5 9jf,(t), u(t)= 5 9jgj(t), w(t) = 5 LBjhj(t), (2.31) 
j=l j=l j=l 
where 9 i,. . . , LS6 are six real constants of integration and the f-, g- and h-functions may be 
regarded as being the same as those encountered in (2.7). We recall that fi( t), . . . , f6( t) are six 
linearly independent particular solutions of the homogeneous linear resolvent differential equa- 
tion of the sixth order for u(t), resulting from the elimination of u, w and their derivatives of 
various orders in the system (2.24). The first step in the construction of the resolvent equation is 
the reduction of (2.24) to its normal form, in other words, solving the system with respect to ii, i; 
and i+. A necessary condition in this context is that 
a&) a,,(t) a,,(t) 
a&) aZ&) a&) +O, t0< t < thy (2.32) 
ai&) a&) a&) 
condition which we shall assume to hold because without it, the system (2.24) would be either 
incompatible or indeterminate. Once the solutions fi( t), . . . , f6( t) chosen, the functions 
si(t), * * * 3 gdf) and h,(t), . . . , h6( t) are uniquely determined in virtue of the coupling between 
the three equations in (2.24). In the onedimensional problem treated in [3], the analogue of (2.24) 
is 
a(t)ii+h(t)ti+ [b(t)-c(t)]u=O (2.33) 
and no matter how two linearly independent particular solutions yi( t) and y2( t) are chosen, they 
satisfy 
Y,wP,(d -Y,(t).&(t) = C/a(t), C + 0, (2.34) 
under the assumption that a(t) # 0. In [3], it is clearly indicated that the arbitrary proportional- 
ity factors a priori comprised in y,(t) and y2( t) should be taken such that C = 1 (see (1.6)), for 
the sake of simplicity in the final result (1.3). Here, in the three-dimensional case, the counterpart 
of (2.34) is that no matter how the linearly independent particular solutions fi( t), . . . , f6( t) of the 
sixth order resolvent equation for u(t) are chosen, the following equality holds: 
f,(t) f,(t) fdt) f,(t) f,(t) f,(t) 
f;(t) ... A(t) 
g1(t) 0.. g,(t) 
ES(t) ... k%(t) 
h,(t) . . . h6(t) 
k(t) h,(t) w> W) J&w h&> 
C = 
44 adt) 44 
a,,(t) adt) 44 
a&) adt) a&) 
(2.35) 
where C is an arbitrary, non-zero proportionality factor. 
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Near the end of the article, it will become clear that C = 1 is again the best choice. Each of the 
six f-solutions may be regarded as containing an arbitrary, non-zero proportionality factor, but it 
is sufficient in practice to adjust only one factor in order to effectuate C = 1. I have proved the 
various preceding statements, but the calculations required are prohibitively voluminous for the 
present article. In contrast, in the two-dimensional case, the calculations and results are not 
excessively long and the similarity with the three-dimensional problem is so striking that I 
believe it worthwhile to outline the treatment of the two-dimensional one. 
The two-dimensional analogue of (2.24) is 
i 
a,,ii+a,,ii+ri,,zi+(ci,,+a,,-a,,)cj+(ri,,-a,)u+(ri,,-a,,)u=0, 
a,,25 + a,$ + (ci,, + a24 - Ui5) li + ci,,ti + (ci,, - u&A + (hi,, - u5J u = 0. 
(2.36) 
Solving for ii and i;, one finds: 
ii = a(t)ti + p(t)fi + X(t)24 + /L(t)u, 
ii= p(t)ti + o(t)ti + <(t)u + T&)0, 
with 
a(t) =A-‘[ -Li,,u,, + (~l2+~24-~15)d 
P(~)=~-1[-(~12+~,5--24)~22+~22~121~ 
w=~-‘[-(~i,4-%4)~22+(~24-~45)~121~ 
P(~)=~-‘H~,5-~45)~2*+ G25-a55h21, 
dt) =A-1[riI,u12- (Ci12+u24-u15)u,,]~ 
dt) =A-‘[(d,2 + %5 - u24)“,2 - Li22ul11, 
w =A-‘[(&,- %I)%2 - (d24 - ~45)%1~ 
dt) =A-‘[(riI5 - u45)“,2 - @25 - u55)“II], 
and 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
A = all 42 1 I a12 022 * (2.39’) 
Next, differentiating on both sides in (2.37) and making use of (2.38) in order to eliminate ti, we 
get 
U(3)=~ti+(d!+A+pp)ti+()\+~~)u+(~+/L++u)~+(fi+/3~)u, (2.40) 
U’4’=W(3)+(2dl+h+pp)ii+(ti+2~+2&+pp+~~+/L~+/3~u)ti 
+(i;+2&+p~+/L~+puE)u+(~+2~+2@u+/3d++P?7+/_Lu+pu2)ti 
(2.41) 
and the resolvent differential equation of the fourth order for u(t) is given by 
ii-Mi-AU P P 
U(3)-aii-(&fX+pp)zi B+El.+bJ P+h 
-(h+E)u 
u(4) - &3) - (2& + x + p&j - . . . b+2fi+2&+ -0. fi+2/$77+pq+ *** 
= 0. 
(2.42) 
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or 
(P~-~~--_z+P277--~u)u(4)- [(~fi-BP-P2+P21)-L%+ 
+ (p + 2677 + p?j + p?J + pJTj)P - (/I? + 2j.i + 2&J + pe + pq + pfJ + pa*)p] d3) 
+(*++(*++(~+4=0. (2.42’) 
Its general integral can be expressed by 
u(t) = %A(t> + 92f*(t) + 93f3(t) + 94f4(t) (2.43) 
and no matter how the four linearly independent particular solutions are chosen, we have for 
their Wronskian determinant 
(2.44) 
(to: arbitrary lower bound) where C f 0 and (Y + (N/D) is minus the ratio of the coefficients of 
uc3) and uc4) in (2.42’). Hence, 
D:=&i-&-p*+/3*q-&~u 
and so, 
_ = u + d( PP - 6~ - P* + P*v - P/-+‘dt N 
D ~l-dP-P2+~*17-PP . 
Therefore, we find for the Wronskian determinant 
+Q(t), f*W, f,(t), f4Wl 
=c IPfi-LbP2+f217-~p77(JIt exp 
lPP-rBP-P2+P217-PvJlto 
From (2.37) and (2.40), we deduce 
] dt’). (2.45) 
,cD-~[/~~(~)- (/j +~+P~+pu)ii+(ap-p~+(yCL-Sh+LYPu-P*P)i( 
-(P~-A~-h~+p*~-phu)u], 
(2.46) 
c = D-1 _ &3) 
[ +(P+P77+(Y~)ii-(((Y~--~--~++(YP~--_prlp)zi 
+ (PA - v + PpLE - Ph) u] * (2.47) 
The complete set of solutions of the system (2.36) may be written as 
u(t) = %L(t> + ~*f*(t> +~,.f,(t> + ~4f4(tL 
a> =%,W + 92g2w + ~3g3W + ~4g,(t>, (2.48) 
where the particular solution gi( t) of the resolvent differential equation of the fourth order for 
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u(t) is uniquely determined in terms of fi( t) by inserting this function into the righthand side of 
(2.46). Thus, gr( t) is solely a function of fi(t). Similarly for g2(t), g3(t) and g4(t). In the same 
manner, g,(t), . . . , &(t) are respectively determined by inserting fr( t), . . . , f4( t) into (2.47). 
These results enable us to 
f,(t) f;(t) f,(t) 
-~~(t)+(P+P77+(Y~.)~~(t) ... 
= o-‘(BP- PP + P2 - P217 + PP+qfi(t)> f,(t). 
= C' exp j@(t’) + a(t’)] dt’}, C’z 0, 
to 
in which C’ denotes a new proportionality factor. Inserting 
comprised in (2.39), we obtain for the left-hand side of (2.49): 
f&L f&)1 
(2.49) 
the expressions for (Y and u 
c’ exp 
or 
c’ I dt&22(kJ - 42hJ I 
l4tb22(G - 42w I ’ 
so that 
(fdt) f2(t) f3W f4(t> 1 
f,(t) f;(t) f,(t) Li<t> C” 
sdt) g2(t) b?(t) dt) = I %O) a,,(t) I ’ 
(2.50) 
lR&) g20) A(f) Em 1 Jn,,(t) u,,(t) 1 
whereby C” is still another arbitrary non-zero proportionality factor. 
In the three-dimensional problem, with (2.24) as system of basic equations, let us represent by 
L?( *.a) some linear function of the mentioned arguments. Then, reducing (2.24) to its normal 
form by solving for ii, ii and R, one gets 
ii =5?r( ti, ti, kit, U, u, W), ii=$c;(ti, Lj, G, 24, u, W), 
ii=L&(ti, ti, G, 2.4, u, W). 
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A further differentiation in the first one of these equations leads to 
zP=LZ$i, &(ti, ti, G, u, u, w), Z3(ti, ti, G, u, u, w), zi, ti, G, u, 0, w] 
=Zd*(ii, zi, d, ti, u, u, kv). 
Similarly, 
and 
u(4)=LZ$4(3), ii, 9+, d, ti, u, U, w), Z3(zi, ti, ti, u, u, w), zi, ti, ti, u, u, w] 
= LZ5* ( uC3) ii, ti, d, I+, 2.4, u, w), 
u(5) =T6*(u(4), u(3), ii, ti, d, ti, u, u, w) 
u@) =97* (uC5), uC4), uC3), ii, zi, 0, G, U, u, w). 
The elimination of ti, G, u and w between the equations involving Zr, $pq*, &*, Z6* and 9; 
yields the homogeneous linear resolvent differential equation of the sixth order for u(t). Its 
general integral can be written as 
u(t) = i gjh(t) (2.51) 
j=l 
and no matter how the particular f-solutions are chosen, their Wronskian determinant is given by 
qfl(t> ,..., f6(t)] = Cexp -lI# dr’), c+ 0, (2.52) 
if the resolvent differential equation is symbolized by 
; n,(t) ;;:f: + &(t)u = 0. (2.53) 
k=O t 
Solving the equations involving -r;“l, Z4*, Zs*, LZ6* with respect to u, w, ti and iii, yields 
unambiguous formulae for these functions expressing them linearly in terms of u and its first 
five lower order derivatives. In this manner, the choice of f,(t) fixes gj( t), hj( t), g,(t) and ~j( t) 
(j= 1,2,..., 6), and in the Wronskian determinant, h(t), fj”(t), f,‘“)(t) and fi”(t) can be 
expressed in terms of g,(t), g,(t), hi(t) and hi(t), resp. The result is: 
f&> f&) f3@) f4@) f5@) f6(d 
L(t) f,(t) *-* 
sh(t> 
&(t> 
h,(t) 
. . I;,@) 
exp (j->(t’) dt’), C’ z 0, 
to 
(2.54) 
where the integrand y( t ‘) consists of the sum of the coefficients of ti in the first equation, Lj in 
the second equation and + in the third equation of the differential system in normal form 
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resulting from (2.24). Therefore, 
aI2 a13 
a22 a23 
a12 a22 a23 
a23 a33 f, 
a13 a23 a33 ,t 
a11 h2 + a15 - a24 a13 
+ a12 a22 a23 
a13 ci23 + a35 - a26 a33 *, 
h3 + a16 - a34 
ci23 + a26 - a35 
. I 
a33 I’ 
a11 a12 
+ a12 a22 
a13 ‘23 
%O’) a12w a,3(t’> 
a12(t’) a22(t’) u23(t’) 
a13(t’) a23W a3307 
With this result inserted into (2.54), there comes 
d 
a*1(t’) a12V) a13w 
= -7 
dt al2(t’) a22(t’) a23(t’) 
a13(t’> a23(t’) a33(t’) 
. (2.55) 
fl(d f2b> ... i&> 
f;(t) at> *.* 
&O) ; 
&(t> 
h,(t) 
u> . . . h6(t) 
4d %2bJ a13M 
~12bI) u22(tO) a23(tO) 
a13bJ u23(tO) a33hl) 
= c’ 
a,,(t) a12 w al301 
a12(d a,,(t) a2,(t) 
a13(t) u23(t) a33(t) 
= la,,(t) all(t) a,,(t) 1 ’ “‘+” 
(2.56) 
u,,(t) a,,(t) a,,(t) 
a,,(t) a,,(t) a,,(t) 
in agreement with (2.35). 
2.2. Concerning the classical path s = s,,(t) satisfying the system (2.24) and the boundary 
conditions ( 2.21) 
The x-component u,,(t) is contained in (2.51), in which the integration constants .$SI,. . . , g6 
take on the following values: 
q(fbY Cl> = $ t > [ wh,(tb, to> + ubA&b> ta> + uaA&b’ to) 
b, n 
+UbA4j(fb, ‘0) + woA5j(tb, la) + WbA6j(t,, to)] 2 
(j=1,2 ,..., 6), (2.57) 
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written in the notation which was already used in (2.11) (see also (2.9)). This enables us to 
express the classical path in terms of the boundary positions s, and sb: 
1 [ ‘a+ 5A4,(tb, t,>f (t) ub j=l 1 
1 [ wa+ t A6j(tb, ‘~>f,(~> wb 9 1 I (2.58) j=l 
and similar formulae for u,,(t) and w,,(t) whereby the f-functions are replaced by the g-solu- 
tions and the h-solutions, resp., according to (2.31). In the same manner, the velocity vector 
along the classical path is obtained by replacement of f,(t) in (2.58) by 
2.3. Further development 
Reconsidering (2.30), the preceding results enable us to express the Gaussian path-integral 
F,(s,, t,; S,, t,) also in terms of the boundary positions s, and sb: 
F,(s,, t,; s,, to> 
=F(tb, t,) exp $hdf,, ta)d+A22(tb? tah+A33(tb~ dWb2 
i 
(2.59) 
This right-hand side involves twenty-one coefficients which may be found one after the other by 
inserting into (2.30) the expressions of ric,(tb), ri,,(t,), Gc,( tb), zi,,( t,), &,( t,) and ticI in 
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terms of the components of sb and s,. In this way, one finds 
1 
A11(tb’ d= A(t,, t,) j=l */ 5 A .ctb, ‘a,[ ‘,,(t,)f,(‘b) + u12(tb)&(fb) + al&b)hJ(lb)]r 
&2@b, ‘0) = 
1 
A@,, to> 
x 5 A,j(tb, ‘a)[ all(tb)f,(tb) + u12(tbkJ(tb) + u,,(‘b)hj(rb)] 
J=l 
and similarly for the other nineteen A-coefficients. 
Next, considering that Fi(sb, t,; s,, t,), being a path-integral, is actually a Green’s function 
belonging to some quantum-mechanical problem, the convolution theorem may be applied to it: 
F&b, t,; s,, t,) = +m&(s,, t,; s, t)F,(s, t; s,, t,) ds. (2.60) 
The arbitrary positions s, and sb entered the theory when F( t,, t,) was generalized to 
F(s,, t,; s,, t,) (see (2.20)-(2.22)). N ow, we go back to the zero-vector for s, and sb in (2.59) 
and (2.60) for the purpose of finding an equation satisfied by F( t, t’). We find in virtue of (2.28) 
and (2.59): 
+“%&bt t)uw+A,,(t,, +wI) 
Xexp 1 i[A,,(t, t,) u2+A2,(t, t,)cJ2+A33(t, t,)W2+A,2(t, t,)uu 
+A,&, t&w +A*&, t,)uw]) du du dw. (2.61) 
The triple integral to be evaluated is of the Gaussian type: 
3-:=//J_t_m exp i(_&‘u* + 2C+Yuu + %?u* + 2L3uw + 2buw +.Fw2) [ . 1 du du dw, 
(2.62) 
with 
&=&&b, t> +‘&(t, t,), .@= t[&(&, t> +&(t, t,)]: 
g=A&, l> +&(t> t,>, g= :[&(tb, t> +&(t, t,)], 
CC?= &&&b, t) +4&3 t,>], F=&j(tb, t> +&(t, to>. (2.62’) 
The integration may be carried out, first with respect to w, then with respect to u and finally 
with respect to u. Since the exponent is purely imaginary, the integrations have to be carried out 
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with the required care. Convergence is in any case ensured as can be seen when one takes into 
account the well-known Fresnel integrals 
J 
+CCl 
cos(x’) dx = 
J 
+O” sin(x2) dx = (;~)l’~. 
--oo --m 
The details of one integration can be found in [3]. One finds 
i7rrt?(%?9- 8’) i/2 
zz?V9-+ 2A?9&-B?&2 - %?g2 -9.!B2 ’ 
(2.63) 
whereby, according to the calculations in [3], each power i should denote that branch of the 
square root whose real part is positive. Hence, for instance, 
(2.64) 
Consequently, when one combines the three radicands in order to obtain only one square root, 
i.e., 
i 
(int2)3 
1 
i/2 
Y= 
_!$%?9+ 2.%?9&&?&2 - %?g2 -9-a2 
and one would either not know the signs of 9 and %?9- g2 or ignore them, a minus-sign 
ambiguity can occur to 9. Indeed, if 
equal to its modulus times 
-l+i 
Or $2’ 
If, on the contrary, 9 or f99-- g2 
denominator in (2.63) is positive, then 
l-i 
Or 0’ 
the three denominators in (2.63) are positive, then 9 is 
or both these expressions are negative while the last 
Y is equal to its modulus times 
Similarly in the case that (&‘V.%+ 2&!9&- .&‘g2 - %?g2 - 998”) is negative. Quantum-mecha- 
nically, however, this minus-sign ambiguity is unimportant because a Green’s function connects 
two wave functions through a propagator formula, and each of these wave functions is only 
defined apart from an arbitrary phase factor. In conclusion, we may rewrite the equality (2.61) as 
follows: 
F(& L) = 
(i71h)3 
-01(& t, t,) B’(& t, L) Wb> t> ta) 
.@Ylb, 2, L) Wb, t, L) a([,, t, L) 
%b, t, L) 8(& 1, t,) F(fh> t, t,) 
\ l/2 
F(ttO t>f’(t, t,), 
(2.65) 
and choosing for the phase angle of the complex square root +45 o when the denominator is 
positive and -45” when it is negative, can at most entail the difference of a proportionality 
factor (- 1) in front of F( t, t’) and K(r,, t,; ra, t,). 
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Next, the determinant in (2.65) should be brought in a proper form for the purpose of solving 
the equation with respect to F. In the one-dimensional case (see [3]), the proportionality factor 
between F( t,, t,) and F(tb, t)F(t, t,) was 
(2.66) 
and it was easy to show that 
Jet,, t, t,) = a(t) [Y2(hJYl(L) -Y*(tb)Y*(ta)l b*(t>Y,(t> -W Y*(t)l 
[Y*hJYl(t) -YdhJY&)1 b2wYIk_7) -YIwY2kJ1 
Y2mYlkJ -Y&,).Y2kz) = 
[Y2MYlk) -Y&b)Y*wl [Y2(dYlkJ -Y,(t)Y,(L)] 
(2.66’) 
where the simplification was possible provided the two particular solutions yi( t) and y2( t) 
satisfied (1.6). Such a form of A@‘( t,, t, t,) was, of course, ideally suited for solving an equation 
of the same type as (2.65). It is evident that we should try to bring the determinant in the 
denominator of the proportionality factor appearing in (2.65), in an analogous form. In the 
three-dimensional problem which is considered in this paper, however, this is a formidable task, 
so voluminous and complicated that I am again obliged to go over to the two-dimensional 
analogue at the proper moment. In order to see this, it is sufficient to look at the expressions of 
_f&? >.*., F. Here follow two of the given as examples: 
d(lh, t, L) =A%& t) +A& t,) 
,gl [ A;;ii’l,i;) - A,,(t,, 4 = Ah t> i [ U,dt)/;(t, + Ul2mq4 + Ul,wqt,] > 
.wb, t, t,> 
= :[ Al&b> 4 + 42or dl 
[ all(t)f;(t) + u12(t>~~(t> + u13(t)hj(t)] 
6 '2jCt, ta> 
+:C 
I=1 A(t, t,) - A@,, t) i [ %w~(t) + a**(t)&(t) + a23(tV,(d]. 
(2.67) 
Examining the expressions of ~2,. . . , 3, one discovers that the determinant under consideration 
is of the form 
2u,,U, + 2u,,U* + 2a,,U, 
U,24 + U**U, + U234 + Ullv, + U**Q + Ul3v, 
Ul3Ul + U23u, + U33U3 + Ullw, + Ul2w, + Ul3Fi 
%V, + u12h + ‘135 + u&l + ‘22U, + ‘23’?4 
2U,,l/, + 2U2,V2 + 2U2,V3 
%v, + u,,b + u33b + %2W, + u22W, + u23W, 
%W, + ul2W, + u,3W, + u13Ul + u23U, + u33U, 
u,2W, + u22W, + u23W, + ul35 + u23V, + u33V, 
L?u,~W, + 2U23W2 + 2U3,W3 
(2.68) 
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V 
As;(t,, t) 
1.2.3 = 
Ah,, d 
f;(t), kg4 Q), 
W 1,2,3 = i,il [ y(;;‘tf;) - “d;l’“‘,;’ )A.( t), gj( t), hj( t). (2.68’) b, 
The right-hand side of (2.68) may be expanded into a sum of 216 determinants of three rows and 
three columns. Many of them are zero on account of two or three identical rows or columns. 
Carrying out the required rearrangements, one finds as an intermediate result: 
d.52’ 
LiZI %? & /I LB&& 
a11 a12 a13 
= 2 a12 a22 a23 x 
a13 a23 a33 
a11 Ul a13 
Ul u, u, a11 a12 4 
v, v, v, + 2 a12 a22 K x 
w, w w, a13 a23 K 
u, a11 u, 
I I 
4 a12 a13 
4 U, all 
v, v-2 a12 
K K al3 
a11 al2 u, Ul u, a12 a11 u, a13 
+2 a12 a22 v, x v, v, a22 + 2 a12 v, a23 
a13 a23 w2 wl w2 a23 a13 w, a33 
u, al2 74 
x v, a22 K 
wl a23 w3 
u, a12 a13 a12 u, u, a11 a12 u, Ul u2 a13 
+2 v, a22 a23 x a22 v2 V3 + 2 a12 a22 v, x v, v, a23 
K a23 a33 a23 w, w, a13 a23 K W, K a33 
a11 u, a13 u, a13 u, u, a12 a13 a13 u, u, 
+2 al2 V, a23 x V, a23 v, + 2 v3 a22 a23 x a23 v, v3 
a13 K a33 K a33 w, w3 a23 a33 a33 w, K 
(2.69) 
The fourth, the sixth and the eight product of determinants in this right-hand side contain terms 
such as 
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etc., which also appear in the first product of determinants. These expressions may be comple- 
mented with analogous products so as to reproduce the first product six more times. In this 
manner, (2.69) becomes 
xi?.98 a11 a12 a13 4 u2 u3 
58 %? & = 8 al2 a22 a23 x 1 Vl v2 v, +9 (2.70) 3l93G a13 a23 a33 w, W-2 K 
where .Y’ denotes an algebraic sum of 360 products, mutually different apart from a few 
exceptions, each consisting of the fixed coefficient 2 (also noticeable in (2.69)) three a-factors 
and three factors among U;, v/, Wj (j = 1, 2, 3). Exactly 180 of these products have the plus-sign 
and the other 180 products the minus-sign in front. It will be shown near the end of the article 
that Y= 0 in virtue of three equalities which follow from the system of differential equations 
(2.24). Hence 
d([b, t, t,) g(tb, t, tJ g(tb, t, t,> 
Q(lb, 1, t,) @Gb, t> t,) g(tb, 1, t,) 
Nth, t, t,) g(tb, t, L) F@h, t, t,) 
= 
%O) a,,(t) a13w 
a,,(t) a,,(t) a,,(t) x 
%3(4 a23(t) a33(t) 
2Ul 2U2 2U3 
2v, 2v2 2v3 (2.71) 
2Wl 2w2 2w3 
in which the (U, V, W)-elements of the last determinant are given in (2.68’). Making use of a 
certain determinantal identity, that last determinant may be transformed into 
ho> f,(t) ... f,(t) 
m at> . . . &<t> 
Ah, L> s1w ... t%(f) 
Ah,, t)A(t, to> 21(t) . . . h%(f) 
h,(t) . . . k(t) 
h,(t) . . . kdt) 
(2.72) 
where A(t,, t,) is given by (2.9). Recalling that fl(t) , . . . , f6( t) each contain a proportionality 
factor which can be chosen, it is always possible to take these factors in such a way that their 
products leads to C” = 1 in (2.56). Actually, the adjustment of only one factor is already 
sufficient to effectuate C” = 1. Under this condition, we get 
-@Yt,, t, t,) g(tb, 1, t,) B@b, t, t,) 
g(tb, t, t,) F(tb, t, t,) a@,, t, tJ = 
A(& L) 
A@,, t>A(t, 1,) 
(2.73) 
9(fb> t, L) a@,> t> t,) F(tb, 1, 1,) 
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and (2.65) becomes 
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m/u to) = 
i 
1’2F(t 
by 
t)F(t > t ) u . (2.74) 
The proof of the preceding statements can be illustrated once again by considering the 
twodimensional case in which the calculations are sufficiently reduced to permit inclusion in this 
article. In two euclidean dimensions, we have as analogues of (2.65), (2.68), (2.68’) and (2.9): 
with 
where 
and 
I (in tz)2 \ l/2 
F(tb, t,> = &(lb, t, l,) g(tb> t, &) F(tb, dF(t, t,) (2.75) 
2alJJl + %2U, allV, + al2G + a12U, + a22G 
ai,& + a& + al& + ai& 2aiJG + 2a2,K 
(2.76) 
4 A,j(t, 47) 
u1,2 = 5 c 
i 
Alj(tb, d 
jzl A(t, 1,) - A(tb, t) 
s,(t)> g,(t)> 
4 A4jk L7) 
v,,, = : c 
i 
A3j(tb, d 
j=l A(t, to) - A@,> t) 
S,Ct), ij(t), 
A&, t,) = 
The development of (2.76) yields 
(2.76’) 
(2.77) 
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containing the analogues of (2.69) and (2.70). 
Furthermore, 
1 f,(t) ... L%(t) / 
(If&b) *** f&J 1 
1 
i 
&(fb) . . . dhJ 
+ 2A(t,, t> f,(t) ... f,(t) 
%(d + 
m *-- m 
I0 f1tiJ ... f4(ttJ 1 
&O) ... EL(t) 1 
f&b) ... f&b) 
g&d ... g&d 
f,(t) f,(t) u12w . . . 
&(t> ... k!(t) 
I() fifb ... f4W 1 \ 
+ gdtd ... g&b) g&d ... g&d 
gdt) ... a(t) a,,(t) + a(t) ... h(t) a,,(t) 
A(t) *.. f,(t) ‘h(t) ... k(t) 
I 
=+ 5 i (_l)j+k 
i 
l fmk_J fnkJ 1 fm(d f,(b) 
j=lk=/+l A(t> 1,) g&J g&J - ‘%, t> g,&d gn(fd 
i 
(2.79) 
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in which ( j, k, m, n) runs over (1, 2, 3, 4) and its five permutations which satisfy m < n, besides 
j < k as implied by the summations. The last factor between braces in the preceding result may 
be evaluated on the basis of the fact that, in accordance with (2.48) for every i E { 1, 2, 3, 4}, 
u =fi(t>, U=gi(t), 
is a particular solution of the differential system (2.36). For two different solutions, we have 
%(r,L _fkj;) + 4S,& -f/z,) + 4,(r,L -fd) + 4*(f,& -fd;) 
+(~,,-a~,)(f,~~-f~~j)+(d~,-a~,)(~g,-f~g,)=o 
or 
+ (a15 - u*4)(fiik -fk$!j) + (Li15 - u45)(hgk -fkgj) = ‘7 
and, in a similar way, 
(2.80) 
~[all(gjL-g*f;)l -"12(2jL-ik~) + +["22(gjli!k-gk~j)] 
+ (a24 - ul5)( g,fi - gkfj) + Cd24 - u45)(gjfk - Skfi) = O. 
Addition of (2.80) and (2.81) yields 
d 
-[ %(f,L _fkf;) dt + u12 (f,.J?k -fkgj) + u12( g,S, - gkkf;) 
+“22(gj2k-gkgJ) + (“15-u24)(~gk-fkgJ)] co> 
and so, integrating with respect to t, we get: 
(2.81) 
fjw fk(t) 
f;(t) fk(t) ull(t) + 
f,(t) f/c(t) 
gj(t) &(t) u12(t)+ 
gj(t) gk(t) 
f;(t) fk(t) u12(t) 
(2.82) 
in which the constant may be put equal to either the value of the left-hand side at t = t, or the 
value of the left-hand side at t = t,. Making use of (2.82) in (2.79), there comes 
11 dt) ... dt) 
[%(4 - a24Wl 
- 
I 
1 
- 
‘W,, t) 
( 
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dt,) *.. g4kJ / 
f&J -‘- f4hJ 
&(bJ -*- g4(tLJ 
f,(t) **- f,(t) [( 
At) **. g4w 
f,(td 0.. f4(tJ 
bab) **e g4kJ - 
fi(hJ **. frl(fb) 
f&b> **a Mb) 
I&> - a,,(t)1 
46) - 
fdt,) ... f,(b) 
dtd . .* g4(td 
f&,) . . . f,(t,) a1z(t6) 
&J *-* 24(b) 
f1(t,> ... f4(d 
dd -*- g4(d 
lh(t/J ... g4(td 4GJ 
iah) **- iz4b6) 
fdt,) ..* f4W 
_ &bJ .*. 
g4(tb) [%hJ - %4(dl 
f,(t,> *.. f4h> 
g&d ..* g4w 
= - 5[ a,,(t) - a*,(t)] + t[ a,,(t) - %,W] = 0. (2.83) 
224 
In conclusion, we have: 
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4tb, t, t,) -@‘(tb, t, t,) 
.Qwb, t, t,) Wb, t, t,> 
(2.84) 
with U,, U,, Vi and V, given by (2.76’). 
To achieve our final goal, the last determinant in (2.84) should be cast into an appropriate 
form. Actually, its elements are themselves determinantal expressions which should preferably be 
written out in full for the sake of clarity. In order to reduce the volume of the notation, let us 
work with the following abbreviation: 
Then, 
12ui 2u,I 
(2v, 2v,l 
1 
= A”(t, ta)A2(tb, t) 
fi(t,) h(t) 
X 
r;(t) fi(fb) 
gjCto) * gjCt) 
gjCt) s,(d 
- 
(2.85) 
f,(t) 1 fjtt,> 
fj(tJ f,(t) - 
gjtt) * iTjtta> 
gjttb) gjtt> 
&(t> f,(L) I i f/(b) fiw 
gjtt) *'gjtt,) 
1 gjttb> I I gjtt) 
This numerator may be rewritten as 
X 
fi(t) 
gjtta) 
2jtt> 
1 fit&) ( 
f,(t) 
X 1 I gjtta) 
1 1 
f,(t) 
fj(fb) 
gjtt> 
gjCtb> 
f,(t) 
fi(tlJ 
gjtt) I 
gjttb> 
- 
fib> 
fjw - 
ijtt> 
gj('b) 
gjttb) 
*I 
I 
f,(L) 
f,(t) 
fZjtta> 
I I_ gjCt) 
(2.86) 
f;(t) f,(t) i,(t) fit0 fi(t) f,(t) f,(t) f,(t) 
gjtt> gjtt) s,(t) gjtt> ijCt> gjCt) ltjtt) gjtt) 
fj(t,) . fj(td - fJ(td . fitta> x fikz> * fj(fb) - fi(fb) * f,k_J 
gjtt,) gjttb) gj(tb) gj(tcz) gjCta) gjCtb) g,ttb) gjCta) 
_I 
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g,(t) f,(t) 
_ gjCt) f,(t) 
f,(L) f/(b) . 
gjCto> 1 gjCtb) 
(2.86') 
gt> s,(t) f,(t) f,(t) r;(t) 
g,(t) gjCt> gjCt) f;(t) gjCt> 
fi(tfJ - h(b) . f,(L) x fi(t,) * fj(d 
TjCtb) gjCtb) gJCta> gJCta) gjCtb) 
gt) 
gjCt) 
fjoa> . 
s,(L) 
This expression can be transformed into a product of four (4, 4)-determinants by applying to it a 
determinantal identity which happens to be a generalization of 
P2 = A, 
. I 1 
*,I I (1 
ffl ff2 -I 1. Pl P2 (2.87) 
. (2.88) 
The identity reads: 
X I_ 
Pj 
a/ 
hj x 
PJ 
I 
i 
'j 
PJ 
tj . 
qj 
- 
It is easy to calculate that the left-hand side of this identity involves 2 654 208 ( = 2 x 4 x 244) 
products of sixteen elements. 2 322 432 of these products (being i of the total) cancel one another 
and so, the remaining 331776 (= 244) products, linearly combined with plus- and minus-signs, 
constitute the right-hand side. A verification of (2.88) can be carried out by expanding all 
determinants in terms of the subdeterminants of the (2, 2)-minors comprised in their lowest two 
rows and showing that the coefficients with which the various products of such subdeterminants 
appear on both sides are either zero or equal. Applying the identity (2.88) to (2.86’) we obtain 
for (2.86): 
60) 
gjCt> 
f,(L) 
gjCto> 
gJb> 
fJ(tfJ 
gJ@b> 
JpJ 
gjCta> 
Nb) 
gjCtb) 
f;(t) 
gJct) 
f,(t) 
gjCt) 
1 
= A’(t, t,)A’(t,, t) 
(2.89) 
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We have seen (cf. (2.50)) that the last determinant is always proportional to 
a,,(t) a,,(t) P1 
a,,(t) a*,(t) . 
The proportionality factors comprised in ft( t ), . . f4( may taken in such a manner that 
their product leads to the value C” = 1 in (2.50). Then, 
A(t) f,(t) f,(t) L%(t) 
L(r) f;(t) f;(t) f,(t) 1 
s&I g*(t) g&) g&) = a,,(t) a,,(t) ’ 
(2.90) 
&W i%(t) &(4 &W 44 44 
and therefore, in virtue of (2.75), (2.84), (2.89) and (2.90), we have 
J’(t,, to> = (intz)2A(t,, t>A(t, t,) 
Ah, L) 
F(h,, t)F(t, la), (2.91) 
which evidently is the twodimensional analogue of (2.74). 
(j, 
In the three-dimensional case, one deduces from the differential system (2.24), for any 
k) E { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}2 whereby j # k: 
[u,,(t) -u,,(t)] = const. = :Z :%* If:‘, z: :I z”’ (2.92) . . b, 
as counterpart of (2.82). By the same method as was used in (2.79) and (2.83), one deduces from 
this result the following equalities which are the analogues of alIP’, + u12V2 - u12Ul - a,&~', = 0: 
a,,W, + a,,W, + u,3W3 - u,3vl - uz3V, - u33V3 = O, 
a,3ul + a23Q + a33U3 - Q,lWl - al2W2 - al3W, = 0, 
UllVl + u,,v2 + U13V3 - a& - u,,U, - u,,U, = 0. (2.93) 
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Symbolizing the left-hand sides of these equalities respectively by L%i, .G@2 and .%‘3, makes it 
possible to express the algebraic sum of 360 products called 9 in (2.70) as follows: 
Y= -2[[(a,,U, + GJ* + GJ3)~? + ( G-J1 + a&2 + MJG%% 
+ (%Ui + a*& + &J3)%%1 
+ [(M% + a,,W, + %W,P%% + (M+-l + %W, + MY&%% 
+ (G+-l + %W, + %,K)~:]] * (2-W 
This right-hand side is a priori an algebraic sum of 972 products. I calculated it (by hand!) and 
found out that in each of the three parts between square brackets, 180 products cancel one 
another in pairs, thus leaving 144 products between each of the three couples of square brackets. 
In addition, 24 products cancel one another between the first two parts, and the same holds of 
course between the other two couples of parts. Hence, in the end, 360 products are left over and 
their algebraic sum is precisely that represented by P’. In virtue of (2.93) (and therefore not an 
account of further cancellations in pairs), there comes 
zY=o 
which confirms (2.71). 
Next, writing out in full the last determinant of the right-hand side of (2.71) making use of 
(2.68’), bringing all parts on the common denominator A3(t, t,)A3(t,, t) and carrying out the 
necessary permutations of rows in all (6, 6)-determinants of the resulting numerator in order to 
obtain exclusively f,(t,), g_Jr,), h,(t,) and fi(tb), gi( lb), hj(tb) in the lowest three rows, we 
find the counterpart of (2.86’), but this time with a minus-sign in front. To that new numerator, 
we now apply the following determinantal identity: 
T,, T2 
T21 T22 
T3t T32 
in which 
‘yi 
o/ 
-CJ 
T,, := A, . 
pi 
“j 
G3 
T 23 
T33 
2 2 
Tt2 := 
(2.95) 
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T13 := 
TL2 := 
T31 := 
T33 := 
Pi 
aj 
7i 
Xl 
PJ 
vJ 
Tzl := 
Tz3 := 
T32 := 
aj 
7J 
A, 
PJ 
“, 
Pj 
ai 
7i 
h, 
PJ 
‘i 
PJ 
ai 
7i 
‘j 
PJ 
‘/ 
(2.96) 
evidently making use of the same kind of abbreviated notation as defined in (2.85), with j now 
running from 1 to 6. The left-hand side involves 6 687075 336 192 X lo6 products of thirty-six 
elements. Pair-wise cancellations reduce the number of products to l/48 of that quantity, i.e., 
139 314069 504 X lo6 (= 7206) products of thirty-six factors, the algebraic sum of which con- 
stitutes the right-hand side. 
The verification of (2.95)-(2.96) could in principle be carried out in a similar manner as 
described for (2.88), but even for a fast computer it would be a huge task. Fortunately, there exist 
proofs of the “n-dimensional” generalization of the identities (2.87), (2.88) and (2.95)-(2.96) (see 
the Appendix). 
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The application of (2.95)-(2.96) within the present context yields 
2u, 2u, 2u, 
2V, 2v* 21/, 
1 
=- 
2W, 2W* 2W, A’(t, t,)A’(t,, t> 
I’ 
fib> 
gjCt> 
hj(t> 
fi(t,> 
gjCta> 
h,(L) 
2 
f,(t) 
gjCt> 
hj(t) 
fibb) 
g,(t,> 
hj(tb) 
2 
f,(L) 
gjCta) 
hj(ta> 
fi(fb) 
s,(b) 
hj(tb) 
f,(t) 
at> 
l%(t) 
&At) 
hdf) 
h&> 
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f;(t) 
2jCt) 
kj(t) 
f,(t) 
gjCt> 
hj(t> 
(2.97) 
Choosing the proportionality factors in fi( t), . . . , f6(f) in such a manner that C = 1 in (2.35), we 
arrive at 
4t) al,(t) a,,(t) 2Ul 2u, w3 
al2(t) a22(t) a23(t) x 26 2b 2VX = 
Ah,, to> 
W,, +(t, t,) ’ 
(2.98) 
a,,@) %3~~) a,,(t) 2W, 2W, 2W, 
which proves (2.71)-(2.73) and consequently (2.74). 
The equations (2.91) and (2.74) respectively corresponding to the two- and three-dimensional 
cases are so similar to the equation 
wt,, t)F(t, t,), (2.99) 
stemming from the one-dimensional problem treated in detail in [3], that it would be mere 
repetition to describe the method of solution here. I shall therefore restrict myself to simply 
stating the general solution of (2.91) and (2.74): 
(2.100) 
where K denotes the number of euclidean dimensions and $I( t) is an arbitrary continuous 
function of t. Precisely which function of t is to be used in (2.100) in order to obtain a formula 
for propagators such as (2.3), (2.22) and (2.26), is a question which requires additional 
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calculations. Such calculations can also be found in [3]. Inserting (2.100) into (2.59), a compari- 
son is made between the resulting formula for Fi(s,, t,; s,, t,) and the path-integral representa- 
tion (2.26) of this Green’s function in the case of infinitesimally small t, - t,. The former result 
can be expanded into suitable powers of t, - t, whereas to the path-integral the time-discretiza- 
tion method may be applied with only one time slice since t, - t, is assumed to be infinitesimally 
small. In the same way as in [3], comparing the lowest order approximations yielded the two 
procedures leads to G(t) = 0, Vt E R. 
3. Conclusion 
3.1. It has been shown that the quantum-mechanical Green’s function K(r,, t,; r,, t,) in three 
euclidean dimensions, represented in Feynman’s formalism by the Gaussian path-integral 
l:I::” exp( i [>o [r(t), i(t), tl dt } Dr(t) (3.1) 
where L,(r, i, t) is given by (2.2), has the following explicit form 
(3.2) 
in which SC,@ G), denoting the classical action between (t,, r,) and (t,, rb), is given by (2.12) 
and A( t,, t,) is the (6, 6)-determinant defined in (2.9) whereby f,(t), gj( t), hj( t) ( j = 1, 2,. . . ,6) 
are six different particular solutions of the system of coupled homogeneous linear differential 
equations (2.24). Each of these solutions is uniquely determined once the choice of one of the 
functions, for instance the f-function, is made. The six f-functions are particular solutions of the 
homogeneous linear resolvent differential equation of the sixth order for u(t) resulting from the 
elimination of u, w and their derivatives of various orders in the system (2.24). They may be 
arbitrarily chosen provided that the proportionality factors a priori comprised in them, are taken 
in such a way that 
h,(t) f*(t) -*. hi(t) 
j,(t) f,(t) . ** m 
s&> ... &5(t) 
&W ... 26 (t> 
h,(t) . . . h&) 
h,(t) . . . h&> 
1 = 
ai,(t) a,,(t) a,,(t) . 
a,2(t) a220) a2301 
a,,(t) a*,(t) a,,(t) 
(3.3) 
This sole condition ensures at the same time the linear independence of fi( t), f2( t), . . . , f6( t). 
With the power : in the denominator of (3.2), there correspond two square roots differing from 
one another only by the sign. For one of these signs, (3.1) and (3.2) are equal, but if in practice 
the correct sign is too difficult to determine, the quantum-mechanical consequence is totally 
unimportant because a Green’s function appearing in a propagator formula connects two 
quantum-mechanical state vectors each of which is only determined apart from an arbitrary 
phase factor. 
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3.2. In the case of two euclidean dimensions which is less interesting from the quantum- 
mechanical point of view, but can nevertheless be considered theoretically, the results may be 
deduced from the preceding ones in a straightforward manner. The Green’s function becomes 
where SC,@, a) is the expression resulting from (2.12) by deleting all terms involving the 
subscripts 3 and 6, and A(t,, t,) is now the (4, 4)-determinant (2.77) in which h(t), g,(t) 
(j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are four different particular solutions of the differential system (2.36). The four 
f-functions are particular solutions of the resolvent differential equation of the fourth order for 
u(t) resulting from (2.36) chosen in such a way that 
fl(4 f,(t) f,(t) f4W 
f,(t) fm . .* fm 
dt> ... dt) 
lh(t> ... h(t) 
3.3. A verification for F( t,, t,). In the special case whereby X, y and z are uncoupled in the 
1 
= 
all(t) al201 . 
a,,(t) a22(t) 
(3.5) 
quadratic Lagrange function L,, i.e., 
L,(r, i, t) = all( t)Z’ + 2a,,(t) ix + aM( t)x2 + 2b,(t)i f 2b,( t)x 
+a22W2 + 2a2&).Ply + a&b2 + 2b2(tL+ + 2Ut)y 
+a,,(t)i2 + 2a,,(t)iz + a,,(t)z2 + 2b,(t)i + 2b,(t)z + c(t), 
the corresponding Green’s function K( rb, t,; ra, t,) is given by the product of three one-dimen- 
sional kernel functions similar to (1.3). This can be confirmed as follows. The system (2.24) now 
consists of three uncoupled differential equations: 
a,,(t)ii+ri,,(t)i4+ [c&(t)-a4(t)]u=0, 
a,,(t)ti+ h22(t)fi + [d25(t) -a,,(t)] v = 0, 
a,,(t)G+Lij3(t)ti+ [Ci36(t)-a66(t)]w=0, (3.6) 
of course, of the same type as (1.4). Here, it no longer makes sense to consider a resolvent 
differential equation of the sixth order, but the general integral of (3.6) still involves six arbitrary 
(real) constants of integration. In the light of the theory developed in this paper (see (2.31)), that 
general integral may be written as follows: 
u(t) = %fdt) +~2f2(tL 4t> =%h(t) + %dtL 
w(t) =9$5(t) +%$,(t), P-7) 
with f3(t), f4(t), . . . , h4( t) chosen equal to zero. Each right-hand side is itself the general integral 
of the corresponding differential equation in (3.6). To ensure the connection with the one-dimen- 
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sional problem treated in [3], nothing prevents us from determining f2(t), g4( t) and h6( t) by 
means of 
In this way, the Wronskian determinants become 
W[fi(4 f,(t)1 = WI&L et3(t), g4Wl = w,*(d, 
+f-[W)~ W)l = -+)9 
33 
and consequently, 
!-1(t) L(t) 0 0 0 0 
f,(t) J’,(t) 0 0 0 0 
0 0 g3(d g4(f) 0 0 1 
= 
0 0 g30) g4(t) 0 0 a,,(t) 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 h,(t) G) 0 a**(t) 0 
0 0 0 0 k(t) J&(t) 0 0 a,,(t) 
being the analogue of (3.3). With the particular solutions so defined, (3.2) yields 
(3-g) 
(3.9) 
with 
f,(L) r&_J 0 0 0 0 
f&> f&,) 0 0 0 0 
A(& L) 0 0 g&J g4(ta) 0 0 = 
o 0 g&b) g4(fd 0 0 
(3.9’) 
0 0 0 0 JGJ ML) 
0 0 0 0 J&J h&h) 
It is clear that the denominator in (3.9) resulting from the calculations in Section 2, may be 
rewritten as 
[(i-rrt2)3A(t,, t,)]l” = {i++r[f2(~b)f&,) -f&)f2(LJ1 Y2 
X {i~~[g4(bJg3kJ - g3(fb)g4(6Jl Y2 
x {i~~[Mb)~dfJ - ~5(~b)hAL)l Y2T 
being the product of three expressions which are the counterparts of the denominator in (1.3). 
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Appendix 
The generalization of the identities (2.87), (2.88) and (2.95)-(2.96) reads 
r-l 
X 
P:j 
Alj 
‘2j in, r,, . . . T,, 
(j=1,2 )..., 2n; n=l,_ )...) 3 
‘j,j 
where 
Tkl := 
Plj 
p2J 
Pk-l,J 
“lj 
Pk+l,J 
P,i 
Alj 
A2j 
K 
Plj 
p2J 
Pk-1,j 
pkJ 
Pk+l,j 
ij 
Elj 
(2j 
Plj 
P2j 
Plj 
p2J 
Pk-1,J 
“lj 
Pk+l,J 
P’ n/ 
E 
5:: 
K 
P2j 
Pizj 
5 1J 
5 2J 
Clj 
Plj 
p2J 
Pk-1,j 
Pkj 
Pk+l,J 
Pij 
‘lj 
h 
2J 
Plj In-l 
X 
h 
1J 
A 
2.1 
h 
51: 
62j 
tnj 
X 
alj 
a2J 
"nj 
Plj 
p2J 
Pij 
(k, 1=1,2 )...) n). 
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Recalling the abbreviation (2.85) it is clear that the above right-hand sides consist of determi- 
nants of degree 2n fully specified by the written column. 
I have submitted this identity to Prof. Dr. S.H. Weintraub as a problem to be published in The 
Mathematical Intelligencer (Vol. 10, No. 4, 1988) Dr. Weintraub has judged it preferable to 
rewrite the problem in terms of matrices. As a consequence, asking for a proof of the preceding 
determinantal identity may be reformulated in terms of the following problem statement: 
Let X= (xi/), Y= (yij), Z = (Zij) and I+‘= ( w,~) be (n, 2n)-matrices (n = 1, 2,. . .) consisting 
of mutually independent elements each of which can be real or complex. Let Y,, be the matrix 
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obtained from Y by replacing the k th row of Y by the Ith row of X (k, 1 = 1, 2,. . . , n). Define 
the (n, n)-matrix T = (t,,) by 
r,,:=det( :l).det( G)-det(%).det(z). 
Show that 
det(T) = det [ (i)]fl-‘.[det( $)I’-i.det( E).det(c). 
(Here, ($) denotes the (2n, 2n)-matrix obtained by writing matrix X on top of matrix Y, and 
similarly for the other analogous symbols.) 
In the meantime, two solutions of this problem have been found and sent to me as private 
communications, one by K. Coolsaet, assistant at the Seminary for Algebra and Functional 
Analysis of the State University of Ghent, and the other by D. Constales, research fellow of the 
National Fund of Scientific Research, working at the same Seminary under the directorship of 
Prof. Dr. R. Delanghe. These proofs will also be submitted to Prof. Dr. S.H. Weintraub, Editor 
of the column “Mathematical Entertainments” in the periodical The Mathematical Intelligencer. 
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